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Ken W

on
03/04/2024




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










The 590 A1 lives up to its reputation. A solid shotgun that feels good in your hands. It shoots well with some recoil. I have waited awhile to pull the trigger. Wish I would have it bought it years earlier. It has become my new home defense gun. 











Don K

on
12/30/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Excellent,heavy duty shotgun. Love the ambi safety,aluminum receiver and heavy duty barrel. Have put on a front night sight and AR style stock. Feed elevator makes loading a breeze. 











Keegan C

on
07/15/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I love my 590a1 got it last week from my ffl and couldn't be happier with my purchase I hade an old 590a1 mariner 6 shot which i regret selling and I was happy when these came back in stock can't wait to head to the range and try it out 











Remigio B

on
05/21/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I’ve been waiting for quite some time for this particular Mossberg Shotgun to be back in stock, and finally got one now. Had 150 rounds with Birds and some buck shots with no any problems. 











Timothy H

on
05/04/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Reliable and solid in the hands. The bead sight was great even with slugs 











Raymond C

on
03/30/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Iconic weapon and you can put a bayonet. What more do you need? 











Matthew P

on
08/12/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This thing is built like a tank. I've had nothing but good luck and good performance with everything from weak target loads, to buckshot and slugs. I would highly recommend this for anyone looking for a great home protection shotgun. 











Joe Z

on
08/24/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I will be the first to admit I've been anti Mossberg since the early 80's for no particular reason. HOWEVER, thanks to Hickok 45 and Buds Gun Shop this new baby is now my new bedroom gun!!! This shotgun is a work horse. It's fun to shoot, smooth, reliable and built like a tank. We took it from the dealer straight to the farm out of the box and 3 cases later I decided it was my new night stand go to gun. Trust me, you can't go wrong with this shotgun!! Thanks much to Hickok 45 for the you tube videos and Buds for fast delivery, definitely a winning combination!!! 











Tanner J

on
06/29/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great shotgun, strong, reliable, smooth, best home defense or truck gun you can spend your hard earned money on. Made in America and made to the tolerances of the hardworking red blooded Americans. 











Michael F

on
12/05/2017




Rating:   2 of 5 Stars!










Received the 590A1. It did have multiple scratches on the end cap and on the receiver. The finish on the receiver is slightly worn. However knowing this. I decided to keep it since it will be used for work on the farm. 











Jonathan T

on
07/10/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










GUN ARRIVED AS PROMISED EXCELLENT SERVICE 











Glenn G

on
05/09/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










The 590A1 is a Good gun it's my first Shotgun so far it feels great holding it. Great service from Budsgunshop.com 











Justin D

on
08/18/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I have had this gun for about 5 years now, and it is absolutely fantastic! Extra heavy barrel and metal trigger guard make this model especially durable. I've ran literally thousands of rounds through this shotgun and I've never had a problem. If you're considering this gun, don't hesitate buying it! 











John P

on
03/31/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










THIS IS AN EXCELLENT SHOTGUN. I HAVE A 870 EXPRESS AND AN OLD 870 SPORTSMAN 12 PUMP, I REALLY LIKE THE 590A1 MORE. RELOADING IS MUCH EASIER, AND I REALY LIKE TO TOP SAFETY. BEING LEFT HANDED, I TEND TO PUSH THE SAFETY BACK ON ON THE 870'S. I ENDED UP PUTTING A HEAT SHEILD ON THE WEAPON WHICH I WISH I JUST GOT ONE WITH IT ALREADY ON, THEY ARE A PAIN TO PUT ON. ALL AND ALL, THIS IS AN EXCELLENT SHOTGUN AND I AM VERY PLEASED WITH MY PURCHASE. BUDS HAD IT FOR THE BEST PRICE I COULD FIND. 











Aaron R

on
02/06/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










The gun came to my FFL transfer dealer on time and it looks great, I picked it up today. I can't wait to shoot it and I'll definitely will come back to buds they're customer service is more than helpful and really helped me out. 











Zachary B

on
12/04/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This eats anything you can give it and hey, it's mil spec...so it's tough. Love the safety on this and capacity is large - although I don't miss! It's no Benelli - so it's got some weight to it. 











Michael M

on
07/06/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I received this beefy built to last through anything shotgun a few months ago but wanted to try it out first after a good cleaning before I reviewed....but before the review buds service as always was top notch, I had an issue the shotgun,it came without a bead sight not there fault contacted Mossberg had 10 bead sights the next day...awsome service from Mossberg. Ok this 4th of July weekend I shot 1000rds through this beast every shotshell I brought to it there were no issues, I threw it in the sand and pond water it work like a horse. This shotgun could not be beat at all. I love this beast happy I purchased it. If you want a work horse of a shotgun get this one you will be happy!! 











Norman H

on
04/22/2014




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Excellent! Just received this firearm at my FFL today. Great customer service through budsgunshop.com I used the layaway program and it was a great way to purchase. Gun came in near mint condition, and the reason I say that is because it seems like Mossberg is losing some quality control with their firearms. The barrel inside has some surface rust almost as if they are not cleaning these firearms after being test fired. Haven't had a chance to fire it yet, but it is everything I expected minus the surface rust. Will be purchasing more firearms through buds in the near future. 











Larry T

on
02/11/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Buds service is top notch, ordered this gun and couldn't be more impressed with it. Gun came in perfect condition, and the shipping was pretty fast got it 12 days after I ordered it, would of been 10 days but it fell on a weekend so I had to wait till Monday to pick her up. Not 1 blemish on this gun, haven't shot it yet due to weather but will do soon. Perfect lop its not long at all it fits me like a glove. For all you people contemplating on doing business with them but hesitant to do soo I will tell you this was my first gun purchase from them, but it definitely won't be my last. I gives buds 5 stars for service but only 4 stars for product only because I haven't shot it yet, this shotgun is a tank so I'm sure it's 5 stars. THANK YOU buds... 











Andrew M

on
06/26/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










awesome shotgun! Buds came through no issues. I really love the layaway option. Shoots flawlessly and is built like a tank. 











B. M

on
11/26/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










First time I have used Buds and my thoughts.....? Positive straight down the board! The item shipped extremely fast and the gun came in pristine condition. I've haven't gotten the opportunity to get out to the range yet, but the gun has a very sturdy feel to it and the action is incredibly smooth straight out the box. There were no dings or nicks and the bead arrived correctly aligned and intact. There's not too much needed to be said about a 590A1. The track record speaks for itself. It's a great, reliable gun and I'm more than satisfied with Buds' service. I will be using them to purchase again in the future! If you were hesitating to do so... I suggest you lay your fears to rest and go ahead. Great selection, great price, great service! 











John K

on
10/20/2012




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Placed my order, gun arrived at FFL dealer 11 days later. Transaction couldn't have been smoother. Unfortunately, my "instant check" came back DELAYED, so I'll have to wait another 3 days before I can take her home. I'm told this is typical, something to do with a new computerized system on the Fed's end. So I can't give any functional reports yet, but I'll update as soon as possible. Here's my out-of-box impression: Bud's price for this gun was fantastic - nobody else even came close (or had it available, for that matter). So, I was somewhat concerned about what may actually be in the box. Factory second? Refurb? Blem? Not this time - the gun was exactly as advertised, brand new, without any dings, scratches, or fitment issues. Just a little spotty on the receiver, nothing that won't wipe away. Beautiful shotgun, the picture doesn't do it justice. No "black gun" wannabe here, just a sturdy conventional shotty with a longer mag tube. I expected it to a bit muzzle-heavy from the reviews, but unloaded I found the balance and overall weight just fine. I'm sure that will change with a full mag, but I don't expect to have any problems adjusting. Snapped it up to my cheek, and it felt like the buttstock was customized just for me. Now that I've seen just how easy it points, I wish I had opted for the ghost-ring. Oh well, the barrel changes out easily. This will be a mutli-purpose weapon. For a new gun, the action was surprisingly smooth and precise. As I racked it a few times, everyone in the store was paying attention. Yup. I can't wait to cycle a few boxes through it. The tang safety (with these stocks) is a godsend, and the slide release is exactly where you want it to be - for a right-handed shooter, at least. Ergonomically, this gun fits my 5' 10" frame like a glove. Well done, Mossy! I expect to fire this jewel a lot, and pass down to family when I'm done. At this price, I'd say this is one of the best values currently on the market. You won't be disappointed with this gun - or with Bud's. 











Alex S

on
10/12/2012




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










After about 10 rounds the gun wouldn't eject a shell from the tube-mag. I sent it back to Mossberg thru my FFL dealer and picked it up about a month later. It may have been back earlier, but I don't know because I didn't ask or check until about a month later. I came came clean as a whistle and in working condition. Very nice shotgun. As for Bud's service, I am happy with their service, This being my second purchase from them. I'm sure I will be buying from them again. 











Anthony R

on
08/19/2012




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










The shotgun was amazing! A lot sexier than I thought it was going to be. I never got the chance to see the gun before I bought one. So when mine came that was the first time I've held/seen one. All of the reviews I've read said the only downside to the gun was there was a long length of pull, which is not true at all, I'm only 5' 10" and the gun was no different than any other shotgun I've ever held. Another up side is the gun was A LOT shorter than I expected, it's literally the perfect tactical gun. Shots great. The safety is in the best most convenient stop imaginable. But the gun is very loud for some reason, louder that every shot gun that was at the range. But when I got the gun, the safety was stuck in the firing position. Finally after a couple of days of soaking it in oil, the saftey loosened up and started working. Also all of the screws on the receiver were stripped. I never would have taken the gun if I saw that, but I would have regretted not taking it afterwards. Overall a great gun. Not happy at all with budd's service. Took a week to process the debit card that I paid for the gun with, even though they took the money out a day after I bought the gun. Took 2 weeks from the time I ordered the gun till I received it. 











Kimberly W

on
04/05/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This shotgun is great.Very versatile i use it to shoot slugs,buckshot, field loads, and it has even had a few specialty loads through it. Great for hunting, trap shooting, and especially home defense. It is a bit heavy but, in my mind that's a good thing because its built like the main cannon on an abrams tank. Put some 3" slugs in and you'll even begin to think thats what your shooting! 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat
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